
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Feiertage I Feste 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

FEIERTAGE UND FESTE IM MAI 
Maibowle 

May punch: die Maibowle 

Waldmeist; rbowle, or May punch, 

is made from the leaves of 

sweet woodruff. 

Now that we have talked so much about celebrating, we would be remiss if we did not reveal the recipe 
for the ideal beverage to celebrate warm May evenings in the company of friends. 

The main ingredient in May punch is "waldmeister," or sweet woodruff, which blossoms in May and is 
therefore also called "May kraut." Sweet woodruff contains cumarin, which gives it its notable 

scent. However, you should be careful to use only the young shoots of the woodruff that have not yet 
blossomed. 

Traditional recipe 

1 bunch of Waldmeister, known in the US as sweet woodruff"' (about 0.2 to 0.35 ounces) 

2 squirts of lime juice or lemon juice 

2 bottles of dry white wine 

1 bottle of semi-dry sparkling wine 

ice cubes 

Let the bunch of woodruff dry somewhat and poor one bottle of white wine into a punchbowl. To prevent the toxic 
substances of the woodruff from entering the punch, you should dip the bunch of woodruff into the wine, tied together 
with a string so that the stem ends stick out; let steep for 20 to 30 minutes. Remove the woodruff and discard. Add 
the remaining white wine and top off with the spa rkling wine. Chill with ice cubes placed under the bowl. I f you would 
like it sweeter, you may add some sugar. 

*Sweet woodruff is a perennial herb whose small white flowers bloom in May and June. It is widely available at garden 
nurseries in many parts of the US. 

Children enjoy the alcohol-free version of May punch . 

Alcohol-free version 

1 tablespoon of sweet woodruff syrup 

j uice of 2 lemons 

600 ml apple juice 

400 ml sparkling water 

Mix all the ingredients and serve chi lled. 


